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Abstract
In this paper we consider the properties of the 10 confirmed by the LIGO Collaboration
gravitational wave signals from the black hole mergers. We want to explain non-observation
of electromagnetic counterpart and higher then expected merging rates of these events,
assuming the existence of their sources in the hidden mirror universe. Mirror matter,
which interacts with our world only through gravity, is a candidate of dark matter and its
density can exceed ordinary matter density five times. Since mirror world is considered
to be colder, star formation there started earlier and mirror black holes had more time to
pick up the mass and to create more binary systems within the LIGO reachable zone. In
total, we estimate factor of 15 amplification of black holes merging rate in mirror world
with respect to our world, which is consistent with the LIGO observations.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important scientific achievements of the 21st century is the rise of the Grav-
itational Waves (GW) and multi-messenger astronomy. After the upgrades to the Advanced
LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory), the detector reached the sensi-
tivity, which appeared enough to directly detect GWs for the first time. During the first ob-
serving run (O1), with runtime of 4.26 months (12 September 2015–19 January 2016), advanced
LIGO observed two confirmed signals form merging Binary Black Holes (BBH) GW150914 [1],
GW151226 [2] and one candidate event LVT151012 [3]. During the second observing run (O2)
(30 November 2016–25 August 2017), with advanced VIRGO joining on 1 August, it has de-
tected three more events GW170104 [4], GW170608 [5], GW170814 [6] from BBH system and
one signal from merging neutron stars GW170817 [7]. Later on, novel methods for reanalyzing of
first two runs, revealed four more GW signals from BBHs (GW170729, GW170809, GW170818
and GW170823 [8]). In addition, the candidate event LVT151012 [3] was promoted as a confi-
dent signal GW151012 [8]. In total, during these two runs LIGO observed 10 GWs from BBH
mergers and one signal from binary neutron stars. It is important that the neutron star event
and two BBH signals (GW170814 and GW170818) were triple-coincidence events, observed by
two LIGO observatories together with VIRGO detector.
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Table 1: Masses of merging black holes (BHs) (in the units of solar mass) and corresponding
redshifts.
# Gravitational Wave M1 (M⊙) M2 (M⊙) Redshift
1 GW150914 35.6+4.8
−3.0 30.6
+3.0
−4.4 0.09
+0.03
−0.03
2 GW151012 23.3+14.0
−5.5 13.6
+4.1
−4.8 0.21
+0.09
−0.09
3 GW151226 13.7+8.8
−3.2 7.7
+2.2
−2.6 0.09
+0.04
−0.04
4 GW170104 31.0+7.2
−5.6 20.1
+4.9
−4.5 0.19
+0.07
−0.08
5 GW170608 10.9+5.3
−1.7 7.6
+1.3
−2.1 0.07
+0.02
−0.02
6 GW170729 50.6+16.6
−10.2 34.3
+9.1
−10.1 0.48
+0.19
−0.20
7 GW170809 35.2+8.3
−6.0 23.8
+5.2
−5.1 0.20
+0.05
−0.07
8 GW170814 30.7+5.7
−3.0 25.3
+2.9
−4.1 0.12
+0.03
−0.04
9 GW170818 35.5+7.5
−4.7 26.8
+4.3
−5.2 0.20
+0.07
−0.07
10 GW170823 39.6+10.0
−6.6 29.4
+6.3
−7.1 0.34
+0.13
−0.14
Table 1 shows masses of the BHs and corresponding redshifts of 10 detected GWs signals
obtained after reanalysis of data in [8]. BBH merging rate, depended on these 10 signals and
total runtime of O1 and O2, was estimated to be
RLIGO = 9.7− 101 Gpc
−3yr−1 , (1)
with 90% confidence [8]. From these events GW170729 had the highest total mass 85.1+15.6
−10.9
and was located further, with luminosity distance 2750+1350
−1320 Mpc. The closest BBH event was
GW170608, with luminosity distance 320+120
−110, having the smallest total mass.
Neutron star merging event was accompanied by the electromagnetic radiation, γ-ray burst
detected by Fermi [9]. While, for now, it was unable to witness electromagnetic counterpart of
the GWs from BH mergers [10, 11], which leads to the idea that this were isolated BBHs—not
surrounded by baryonic matter, which seems unnatural. That is why we want propose that the
gravitational radiation detected by LIGO may have come from the hidden sector of our Universe,
from the so-called Mirror World. Assuming that all Standard Model particles have their Mirror
partners, the left-right symmetry of the nature can be restored [12]. However, Ordinary and
Mirror particles interact mostly due to gravity and on the astrophysical scales, Mirror matter
is supposed to exist in the form of stars and clusters like the Ordinary matter [13].
2 Binary Black Holes
LIGO discoveries of GWs proves the existence of “heavy” BHs (&25 M⊙), confirms that they
can form binary systems and merge within the age of the universe [14]. However, the mechanism
of these processes is not fully clear.
The most common way for creating a BH is gravitational collapse of a heavy star. The
final step of evolution of the stars is still speculative [15], but according to the most common
description, by the time the star runs out of fuel, if its core mass remains heavy enough, it
explodes, creating a supernova and leaving a BH as a stellar remnant. However, the mass of the
remnant BH is not in one-to-one match with the mass of the progenitor star. In order to create a
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BH with such a “heavy” mass, the progenitor star should have some special parameters. Stellar
wind is the main reason by which a star loses its mass and its strength is found to be dependent
on the metallicity of the star [14]. Low metallicity reduces opacity, radiation transport becomes
easier and decreases wind strength. So only the stars with a certain amount of metal content
(below ≃ 1/2 Z⊙) are capable of creating a “heavy” BH [14].
In [16], astrophysical origins of BBHs (Binary Black Holes), that generated GWs detected
by LIGO, are reviewed. Several channels for forming the BBHs are discussed. BBH can be cre-
ated through common-envelope [17] or via chemically homogeneous evolution [18] from isolated
massive binaries in the galactic field; BBH might be formed also in a dense stellar cluster by
some dynamical processes [19]; Finally, BBHs can have a primordial origin [20, 21].
2.1 Primordial Black Holes
Some authors suggested explanations for the sources of GW signals by so-called Primordial
Black Holes (PBH) [20, 21]. PBHs are BHs that could have been formed in the early universe,
when no astrophysical objects existed yet. The most popular mechanism for PBH formation
is the direct gravitational collapse of primordial density inhomogeneities. As in the very early
times, the universe was radiation dominated and ordinary matter was not yet formed, we can
think of PBH as the direct collapse of Dark Matter (DM) density fluctuations, and it is common
to define a fraction of PBHs in DM
fPBH =
ΩPBH
ΩDM
, (2)
where ΩPBH and ΩDM are PBH and DM density parameters, respectively.
Existing constraints on fPBH in different mass ranges from various experiments are reviewed
in [22]. Relevant for LIGO (see Table 1) mass interval is
1 M⊙ < M < 50 M⊙ . (3)
However, microlensing surveys say that PBHs in the mass range
10−7 M⊙ < M < 30 M⊙ (4)
cannot fill dominant parts of ΩDM [23,24]; higher masses PBHs (43M⊙.) are excluded by wide
binaries [25] and the mass range 1–100M⊙ is constrained by the non-detection of CMB spectral
distortion [26]. This suggests that upper bound of fPBH is order of 10
−4–10−3 in the mass range
(3).
Several models can be responsible for the explanation of LIGO signals using the PBHs.
These models differ with the value of fPBH and use distinct mechanism for binary system
formation:
1. When two PBHs accidentally pass each other with sufficiently small impact parameter,
they can form BBHs due to energy loss by gravitational radiation [20]. In this scenario,
in order to explain the event rate estimated by LIGO, the fraction of PBHs in DM (2)
is required to be the order of unity. This is in contradiction with the CMB (Cosmic
Microwave Background) anisotropies, but in [20], it is assumed that constraints from
CMB require modeling of several complex physical processes and, therefore, could have a
significant uncertainty.
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2. A different mechanism for estimating a PBH merging rate was suggested in [27]. Cosmic
expansion pulls PBHs away from each other, while gravitation tries to keep them together.
If gravitational energy between two PBHs exceeds expansion energy, they start to free-fall
on one another. However, neighboring PBH can exert torque on their system, avoiding
their head-on collision and forming an eccentric binary in this way. In [27] it was assumed
that PBHs are massive stellar halo objects (MACHO) with monochromatic mass function
equal to 0.5 M⊙, PBHs are initially randomly distributed in space and fPBH ≈ 1. After
the LIGO discovery, this theory was rewritten for PBHs with mass 30M⊙ [21] and (2) was
treated as a free parameter. It was derived that, in order to get a merging rate compatible
with LIGO’s estimates, fPBH is required to be of order 10
−4. Intriguingly, it appears close
to the PBH abundance estimated from the lack of CMB spectral distortion. More GWs
data is needed to test this model.
2.2 Astrophysical Black Holes
Currently, most models are concerned with astrophysical origin of LIGO’s BBHs [16]. These
models estimate BBH merging rate as a function of the efficiency of BBH merging ǫ, the distri-
bution of times elapsed between creating and merging of a binary system P and BH’s number
density NBH [28],
R =
1
2
ǫP (τ)NBH . (5)
Dimensionless coefficient
ǫ ≡ fbin × fm1/m2 × fsurv × ft < 1 (6)
defines the efficiency of BBH merging [28]. Current models predict that half of the stars are in
binaries fbin ∼ 0.5 [29], fm1/m2 ∼ 0.1 is the fraction of binary systems of stars, which have the
mass ratio near unity m1/m2 ∼ 1 [29], which corresponds to the LIGO data in Table 1, and
fsurv ∼ 0.1 is fraction of massive stars that survive as BH pairs after stellar evolution. Finally,
ft < 1 is a fraction of BBHs with orbital configuration that makes them available to merge
before the present day. As we see, ǫ depends on many factors and can vary significantly in the
interval
ǫ ≃ 0.01− 0.001 . (7)
Delay time P (τ) is also very speculative as it depends on the masses, metallicities, orbital
configurations of the binary system of progenitor stars and it can even exceed the Hubble time.
BH number density can be written as [28]
NBH = SFR(z)
∫
φ(m) N(m)
∫
f(Z,m)
∫
ξ(M) dM dZ dm . (8)
Here ξ(M) is a stellar initial mass function (which usually is integrated in the interval 5 M⊙ <
M < 150 M⊙ to match the LIGO data), f(Z,m) is a metallicity distribution function of the
galaxy of the mass m (usually the metallicity range 0.0002 < Z < 0.02 is considered), N(m) is
total number of stars in the galaxy of mass m, which is normalized as
N(m) =
m∫
M ξ(M) dM
, (9)
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φ(m) is a galactic stellar mass function and SFR(z) is a star formation rate, which is typically
adopted from the best-fit-function of experimental data [30],
SFR(z) = 0.015
(1 + z)2.7
1 + [(1 + z)/2.9]5.6
M⊙ Mpc
−3 yr−1 . (10)
This function peaks at z ∼ 2 corresponding to the luminosity distance ∼15 Mpc and lookback
time ∼10 Gyr.
In the scenario for isolated binaries formed throughout common envelope evolution [17],
simulations were carried out for different values of metallicities. Derived local BBH merging
rate spans from ∼10−1 to 7 × 103 Gpc−3 yr−1. Such a high uncertainty comes from tight
dependence on metallicity distribution function of progenitor stars. In order to fall in merging
rate estimated by LIGO, lower values of metallicities are favored.
Simulations for chemically homogeneous stellar binaries [18] suggest R ≈ 10 Gpc−3 yr−1.
They find that typical time delay between formation and merger P (τ) ranges from 4 to 11 Gyr
and mergers beyond z & 1.6 did not take place as the Universe was too young. They conclude
that over cosmic time, merger rate rises as mergers with longer delay times start to contribute,
but in the present age Universe it start to fall, as low-metallicity SFR decreases, leading to a
peak of ∼20 Gpc−3 yr−1 at z . 0.5.
In [19] thousands of dense star cluster models with different initial conditions were simulated
and coalescing BBHs that escaped or merged inside the clusters were studied. The local merger
rate density of BBHs originated from globular clusters is obtained to be 5.4 Gpc−3 yr−1.
All these models [17–19] estimate a theoretical BBH merger rate
Rtheor ∼ 5− 10 Gpc
−3 yr−1 , (11)
which is near the LIGO’s lower bound (1).
3 Gravitational Waves from the Mirror World
Existing scenarios for explaining the BBH merging rate lack some confidence. Primordial BHs
are ruled out as LIGO’s GW sources by CMB and microlensing experiments. Astrophysical
binary BH models predict the merging rate (5) near the LIGO’s lower bound (11), but they
require low metallicities of the progenitor stars and certain delay times for binary system merging
and uncertainties in P and ǫ can vary significantly [17–19].
In this paper we want to suggest a new explanation for LIGO BHs events using Mirror
World (M-World) scenario [31]: the BBH systems that produced GWs could have existed in
Mirror, or Parallel World, which interacts with our world only through gravity. Then GWs from
binary BHs had no electromagnetic counterparts in our world, because mirror photons cannot
interact with ordinary matter. M-World is a possible candidate of DM, and as DM is up to five
times more that the ordinary matter in the Universe, it can increase BBH merger rate naturally.
Before estimating M-World BBH merger rate, let us briefly describe the basic concepts of the
M-World and its cosmological implications; for details see the review [32].
3.1 Mirror World
M-World initially was introduced to restore a left-right symmetry of the nature [31,32]. In Stan-
dard Model of particle physics, only left-handed particles participate in weak interactions and
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currents have (V-A) type. In M-World, chiralities are opposite—right-handed particles inter-
acting through weak force, with right (V+A) currents. Then it is assumed that each O-World
particle has its Mirror partner, which is invisible for observable from our world and visa-versa.
Such a theory can naturally emerge in the context of the heterotic string theory [33,34], based,
for example, on the E8 ×E
′
8 gauge group. In such group E8 ↔ E
′
8 symmetry can originate two
forms of matter: ordinary and shadow, with the interactions described by the gauge groups E8
and E ′8, respectively. The particular case of the shadow world can be the mirror world. One can
consider a theory with two identical gauge groups G × G′ and with identical particle concept.
So if G is symmetry group of O-World physics, e.g., SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) in Standard Model,
the symmetry group G′ = SU(3)′ × SU(2)′ × U(1)′ corresponds to the M-World. Hereafter we
denote M-World parameters with primed qualities. Mirror particles are singlets of O-World and
vice versa, i.e., ordinary particles are M-World singlets. The only possibility for the interaction
between these two worlds is gravity and maybe some other unknown weak forces. In addition,
kinetic mixing of ordinary and mirror photons, and oscillation of neutral particles (for example
neutron) between these sectors are possible [32].
We can imagine the M-World scenario as a five-dimensional theory, with parallel 3D-branes
located in two fixed points; Ordinary matter being localized on the left-brane and Mirror matter
localized on the right-brane, while gravity can freely pass between these two branes.
If mirror sector exists, it was also created by the Big Bang, along with the ordinary mat-
ter. However, cosmological abundance of ordinary and mirror particle and their cosmological
evolution cannot be identical. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) bounds effective number of
extra light neutrinos, ∆Nν < 1 [35], and mirror particles would also contribute in the Hubble
expansion rate equivalent to ∆Nν ≃ 6.14 [36]. In order to reduce M-particle density in the early
universe and make their contribution in the Hubble expansion negligible, M-World should have
had a lower reheating temperature than O-World,
T ′R < TR , (12)
which can be achieved in some inflationary models [37]. If at early times temperatures of two
worlds are different and they interact very weakly (through gravity), they cannot come into
thermal equilibrium. Therefore, these worlds will evolve independently during the cosmological
evolution and at later stages maintain nearly constant temperature ratio, denoted by
x ≡
T ′
T
. (13)
BBN constraint ∆Nν < 1, sets upper bound for the ratio (13)
x < 0.64 . (14)
This condition, in the context of the GUT or electroweak baryogenesis scenarios, implies that
baryon asymmetry η′b = n
′
b/n
′
γ in M-World is greater than in O-World ηb = nb/nγ, where nb, nγ,
n′b and n
′
γ are the number densities of baryons and photons in O- and M-Worlds, respectively [36].
However, η′b/ηb ≥ 1 does not directly mean that the ratio n
′
b/nb ≥ 1, but in certain leptogenesis
scenarios suggested in [38], the value
1 ≤
n′b
nb
. 10 (15)
can be achieved. If one considers mirror baryon matter as DM candidate, this ratio explains
near coincidence between visible matter density Ωb and dark (M-baryon) matter density Ω
′
b
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without fine tuning. In general, one can assume that non-relativistic matter content of the
universe consists of ordinary (visible) baryons, mirror baryons and other DM candidate (e.g.,
Cold Dark Matter—CDM)
Ωm = Ωb + Ω
′
b + ΩCDM . (16)
Current observations suggest that the universe is almost flat, with energy density very close to
critical
Ωm + Ωr + ΩΛ ≈ 1 . (17)
Here cosmological term ΩΛ ≃ 0.73, Ωm ≈ 0.27 (with Ωb ≈ 0.044), while radiation, Ωr, gives
negligible contribution. Leptogenesis mechanism [38] can imply
Ω′b
Ωb
≈ 5 , (18)
which means that all DM can be explained by the mirror baryons, leaving no place for other
DM candidates (ΩCDM = 0) [39].
The important features of structure formation are related to the recombination and matter-
radiation decoupling (MRD) epoch. MRD in ordinary universe happens at the temperature
Tdec ≃ 0.26 eV, in the matter domination period, which corresponds to the redshift
1 + zdec ≃ 1100 (19)
However, MRD in M-Universe occurs earlier [39]
1 + z′dec ≃ x
−1(1 + zdec) ≃ 2500 (20)
and can take place even in the radiation domination era.
3.2 BBH Merger Rate in M-World
As we have seen, the mirror world evolves alongside our world, with the difference that it has
lower temperature and so all the epochs and processes occur earlier. This means that the star
formation rate (10) will peak earlier at z ∼ 4–6 (look back time in our world ∼12 Gyr) depending
on the temperature ratio (13). This implies that the SFR in mirror world is maximal at the
luminosity distance ∼35–55 Mpc and so mirror BHs have more time to pick up mass and to
create binaries in the area covered by the LIGO observations. Compering the difference in the
luminosity distances to the maximums of the function (10) for two worlds, we estimate factor
of 3 amplification of star formation rate in mirror world relative to our world
SFR′(z) ∼ 3× SFR(z) . (21)
The additional argument of having more BH formed in mirror sector is that heavy mirror stars
evolve much faster than ordinary ones of the same mass [40], and their way to BH should be
faster. In addition, after explosion of mirror supernovas, the ejected materials will be reprocessed
again and can form new heavy stars.
Besides that, as we mentioned above, the mirror matter density can be five times greater
than the ordinary matter density (18). From (9), this suggests five times bigger star abundance
in mirror galaxy
N ′(m) ∼ 5×N(m) , (22)
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and so, in total we derive factor of ∼ 15 bigger BH number density (8) in mirror world relative
to our world
N ′BH ∼ 15×NBH . (23)
As a consequence we get factor of ∼ 15 amplification of BBH merger rate (5) in the mirror world
compared to the ordinary world. Adopting typical theoretical values from different models (11),
we estimate
Rmirror ∼ 15×Rtheor ∼ 75− 150 Gpc
−3 yr−1. (24)
So our analysis gives BBH merger rate density in the upper interval of LIGO’s measurements
(1).
4 Conclusions
To conclude, inspired by the fact that the 10 currently confirmed GW signals from BBH mergers
during relatively small observational period had no counterpart electromagnetic radiation, in
this paper we explore the idea that the sources of these events existed in the hidden mirror
universe, which interacts with our world only through gravity. Mirror matter is a candidate of
dark matter and its density can exceed ordinary matter density five times. Besides that, since
mirror world is considered to be colder, star formation there started earlier and its rate peaks
are at greater z. In total, we estimated factor of 15 amplification of merger rate in mirror world
with respect to our world. Adopting a common approach, we derived the BBH merging rate
75–150 Gpc−3 yr−1, which is in good agreement with the LIGO observations.
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